
ODS and The Case for Liberation 

ODS is not a grass-root Palestinian mass movement, like say PLO, Hamas, PFLP 

or Islamic Jihad, rather it is the brainchild of a (1) handful of Jewish "israelis" 
intellectuals who have the insight to see the dark future "israel" has created for 

itself and others, along with (2) few Palestinian peace activists who work in sync 
with their Jewish "israel" counterparts (rather than working with Palestinian 

resistance), and (3) some diaspora (kosher term for exiled) Palestinian 

intellectuals, who lost touch with reality on the ground and imagine that by writing 
an scholarly paper or an academic book would solve the Palestinian problem and 
sets the records straight.


When working with Jewish "israelis" or Jewish supporters, Palestinians shouldn't 
be blamed if they exercised caution and prudence.


 Trust is a beautiful quality that we should cherish as humans, and we DO as 
Palestinians, (to an healthy and even lethal degree sometimes), however, due to 
the nature of the relationship and the extended experience, we would be foolish to 
exclude or ignore the possibility of the existence of elements who seek infiltration, 
gate-keeping, controlling the narrative, steering the discourse or those with conflict 
of interest who harbour dual loyalty. 


After they threw us in abyss for nearly three decades spinning in the mirage of 
“peace” and “peace process”, meanwhile they were able to fortify their power, 
tighten their grip, steal more land, multiply the number of settlers, anchor the 
second generation in our land and destroy all neighbouring states with potential 
threat to them.


After they have altered the situation on the ground beyond recognition, they are 
now attending the next stage, which will be in my opinion far more dangerous than 
ever 




After Zionism achieved its goals in the establishment of a national homeland for 
Jews of the world, and in the name of the lie ‘equality, peace and stability, 
prosperity and love’ they are now moving to the final stage of their supremacist 
destructive tribal colonial project, the phase of ‘renouncing Zionism’ by taking off 
the robe of discrimination and wearing the garment of purity and chastity so that 
they can finally enjoy what they have looted with our blessing and without any 
resistance.


Their new project, presented by a tiny marginal segment of the Israeli academic 
left, the so-called renunciation of Zionism and the overthrow of the system of the 

right-wing Israeli state in order to preserve the gains of six million Israeli Jews 

and protect them from any future legal prosecution for War Crimes and 

Crimes Against Humanity, for a period of over seven decades.


The purpose is to remain safe and secure in the land they have raped and 
distorted its landscape, “equals” amongst the people whom they soaked in their 
blood for decades, without mercy or humanity.


Their new project, in which we are presented with poisoned honey, is the 
renunciation of the crusts and the retention of the heart, as a snake does, 
shedding away its old skin only to grow bigger, stronger and more savage.


It is the so called One Democratic State, ODS


The goal of this mined step, in which mercy and justice are claimed to be the 
intention, is to enable six million foreign invaders and occupiers to stay on the 
stolen land forever and to retain what they looted and raped, but with the consent 
and blessing of those who they oppressed and with the preservation and 
protection of the law.


Some facts: 

• "israel" is the materialisation and manifestation of Zionism (Jewish nationalism)




• "israel" has been established ILLEGALLY *  by wars of aggression, ethnic 
cleansing and slow ongoing genocide (the only way it would gain legitimacy is 

by Palestinian consent). No wonder they are craving for Palestinians consent 
and to acknowledge the permanent presence of "israelis" on their land.


• Through decades of vacuous "negotiation" coupled with brutal occupation 

"israel" has proven to Palestinians and the world to be untrustworthy. As we 
have seen time and again, all "peace talks" or "road maps" have been proven to 
be lies, used to gain time in order to create irreversible facts on the grounds, 
expansion of colonies, land theft and intensifying its genocidal attacks to propel 
its ethnocentric supremacist project at the expense of indigenous Palestinians.


ODS is the OSLO of tomorrow: 

Considering the above, I see ODS as more dangerous than the two state 

solution, it is unworkable and unrealistic and has no chance of ever 

materialising, it is a dead-end road, for the following reasons: 

 The two states handed over 80% of historic Palestine to illegal occupiers, 
however ODS would be willingly and voluntarily offering 100% of Palestine, as a 
trophy to those who captured the land terror.


The dangers within:  
We are dealing with a genocidal, ideological supremacist, power-driven 

hegemonists, and dishonest collective, (these claims can be easily qualified 
using hard evidence (from their own texts and practices). 


The way they justify the above is through the use of “law”, not ethics, or 

morality, and they create and modify the law as they see fit. 

While we sit here discussing the fantasy of ODS, "israel" with its Jewish 

supremacist fanatics are INTENSIFYING their WARMONGERING, AGGRESSION 



and THEFT of land. The daily bombing and murdering of Palestinians, business as 
usual. Invading, confiscating,  demolishing more of Palestinian homes than ever, 
forcing native Palestinians owner out to be replaced by Jewish occupiers. The 
perpetual, almost daily, assault on Al-Aqsa mosque has been intensifying for some 
years now. The plans for the destruction of the mosque to build their satanic 
temple on its ruins, are rolled out, even the attire of the high priests are ready !


• While we sit here discussing this fantasy, "israel" is already piling and filling for 

lawsuits against the entirety of Arab world, requesting "compensation" for 

Jews who left those countries and colonised Palestine. ( as continuation of 
THEFT of "gentiles' wealth, as well as using it as pressure card against 
Palestinian Right of Return)


•  While we sit here discussing this fantasy, tens of thousands of international 

Jews continue to flood and occupy Palestine as we speak, integrating in this 
monstrous construct and participating in the ongoing oppression and slow 
genocide. 


• No one knows how many of world Jewry are actually carriers of "israeli" 

citizenship, if my hunch is correct, the number of Jewish "israelis" who are 

living abroad could be in the millions. Those can be called at any minute if 

need be, to tip the scale of voting for the advantage of Jews if any future 

necessity is demanded.  So the dream of having a significant Palestinian 

majority is aborted before conception.


• The ONLY way that Jewish "israelis" may obtain the much needed "legitimacy" 

they so much craving for. Namely, luring Palestinian to accept and give their 

consent to the FINALIZATION of the everlasting TAKEOVER of 100% of 

Palestine 



• ODS is a death sentence proclaimed against the legitimate resistance 

movement and the inalienable right of Palestinians to seek liberation from 
occupation by all means according to moral and legal laws, including arms 
struggle. It undermines all the sacrifices, and disarms Palestinians from their 
only form of protection and defence. It alienates the majority of Palestinians both 
at home and in exile whose aspiration is to see their land free and liberated.


• ODS means an expanded "greater israel" annexing permanently whatever 
little that remained of PalestineIt is catastrophic for world peace and stability as 

it would justify and legitimise  Wars of Conquest and gives precedence to 

normalisation of barbarity and savagery and theft 

•  It is  catastrophic on the level of human morality, ethical evolution and 

conscience (I want it I take. I kill, I get away with murder)


• It will enable "israel", a collective of IDEOLOGICAL SUPREMACIST, 

EXCLUSIONISTS and EXPANSIONISTS to keep the loot while still holding on 

all apparatus of power, military, finance, political, educational, social..etc, 
without facing justice or penalty for their crimes.


How do any sane person expect and advocate that Palestinians to "coexist" with a 

group that is hellbent on exterminating them as a matter of ideology?


Do you not then become complicit in misleading Palestinians into a certain horrific 
future, where extermination is the name of their game? 


I couldn't envisage a worse scenario




Unless people realise that we are dealing with IDEOLOGICAL SUPREMACISTS, 
who do NOT accept the other as fully human let alone and equal, Palestinians will 
continue to languish.


The active and continuous concealment or dismissal of such crucial element for 
decades is the main cause of the continuation of the suffering of Palestinians


After the exposure of the utter hypocrisy of "israel wants peace" mantra, with the 
failure of the "two states solution", people will come to realise the futility of ODS 
and will come to understand the true nature of the beast, and that the real obstacle 
for peace is the IDEOLOGICAL SUPREMACIST component in that artificial society.


Understanding this crucial component of IDEOLOGICAL SUPREMACY which has 
been the motor and driving factor of "isrlael's" perpetual aggression and 
warmongering makes the luring of one state solution" yet a bigger form of 
deception. Juxtaposing the Palestinian struggle to fit the apartheid model of South 
Africa or black America is fundamentally erroneous because it presents the Zionist 
entity as a normal state with few apartheid discriminatory policies that can be 
changed. 


This couldn't be farthest from truth:

What is happening in Palestine is not mere segregation and apartheid, what is 
going on is ethnic cleansing, wiping a country off the map, and slow genocide.


Racism in the “Jewish state” is ideological, grounded in “sacred” texts, cultural 
practices, and the inherent concept of “chosen-ness,”—unlike South Africa in 
which racism was a momentary convenience, reflecting opportunistic fulfilment of 
self-interest of a white minority.


When activists are intoxicated with the deceptive mantra of “Equal rights, One 
State, Two People, equal rights” offered as the best formula and ideal model of 
solution rather than other successful models of Liberation, such as Algeria for 
example, that means they participate in whitewashing and rewarding the century-



ongoing Zionist crimes. Such a paradigm gives a respite and a leeway to the 

thriving of an illegal genocidal expansionist racist entity… and would mean 

blessing the expansion of “israel” and granting the Zionist occupier a 
comprehensive and “peaceful” takeover, and unrestricted control over our land 
and our lives.


Like North America, South Africa was conquered and subsequently ruled by white 

Europeans several centuries ago, i.e. before International Law adopted through 

the Nuremberg Principles right after WW2, explicitly prohibiting land 

acquisition through military conquest, and clearly defined Crimes Against 

Humanity—amidst them:

Wars of Aggression and Conquest,

Genocide and Instigation of Wars and Crimes against Peace,

 and War Crimes to be the worst categories of crimes

All these have been, and still are in even worse manner, perpetrated by Jewish 
“israelis.”

Furthermore, this “one-state, two people” approach fully ignores the unbalanced 
premise of the reality on the ground, and the implication such a proposal would 
have— namely the finalisation of the aims of the racist, expansionist and 
exclusionary Jewish Nationalist experiment called “Israel.”


It would de facto annex all residual Palestinian post-1967 Bantustans, and attach 
them to what would inevitably be “israel” no matter what convoluted name would 
be attached to. Because indeed, there is no need to be a rocket scientist to know 
full well who would keep the arsenal, who would keep the apparatus of power, 
judicial, military, educational, political, executive, financial, etc.


All the while the demand granting equal rights to all, includes supremacists and 
invaders who have no historic or legal rights to the land, who are still flocking to 
Palestine as we speak, armed to the teeth by their support networks in US-
America, in other words, these are active dangerous psychopathic criminals.




Zionist Jews did not come to Palestine with olive branches to begin with, they did 
not come with peaceful intentions of coexistence with the indigenous population. 
They gushed in like savages, terrorising unarmed peaceful farmers and land 
tenders, they tortured and imprisoned, they came to destroy, “cleanse,” conquer 
and dominate.

A century on, their racist ideology, their use of terror, and their abominable 
psychopathic behaviour has only intensified, and drastically. The vast majority of 
that artificial “society”—and for very specific supremacist ideological reasons—are 
unwilling/ incapable of viewing the “other” as equal… and over the passing of time 
they have shown to be unwilling to become modest or peaceful, let alone remain 
peaceful.


Would any decent human-being force a mother to marry the murderer of her child?


Would any decent human-being find it acceptable to force a child to live with his 
paedophile abuser?


Would any decent human-being accuse these people, child and mother, of 
“immorality” or call them “unrealistic” for refusing to tie their future with their 
abusers?


Through the delusional “Equal Rights, One State, Two People” proposal, the facts 
on the grounds would remain unchanged, and probably aggravated, since these 
facts— lock, stock, and barrel—would remain in the hands of ideological 
supremacists.

What is wrong in “israel” as an occupation, a political system, and an artificial 
society is far, far worse than mere segregation and apartheid… What is wrong is 
the IDEOLOGICAL RACISM and SUPREMACY having its roots at the core of the 
concept of being “chosen,” then going downhill to hell from there.


So highlighting the “undemocratic” part of that society and trying to “fix” it, when 

the rot is at the core is like pointing at the a long fingernail of a person dying of 



cancer and saying, we think it would help to show the doctor that your fingernail 
has overgrown and needs cutting off.


The problem is not mere lack of democracy, the problem is a disturbed mindset, 
resulted from multi-generational indoctrination with the illusion of superiority, the 
delusion of “unique suffering and persecution,” and the fantasy of “entitlement,” all 
this by a majority of a community. (70% of “israeli Jews” believe Jews are the 
“chosen.”)


It is not the undemocratic system that we need to focus on and to change. It is the 
MINDSET of a people.


By now, to the majority of the rest of the world, it's pretty obvious that this people’s 
perspective, education, and understanding of history has been constructed on 
myths and lies which do not correspond to reality. Their moral upbringing has been 
encapsulated in the narrowness of tribalism, instead of the vastness of 
universalism; the illusion of their “chosen-ness” hence, the delusion of their 
intellectual and moral “superiority;” and the uniqueness and special-ness of their 
suffering.


Their worldview and perception of the other is twisted and distorted by the 
scarecrow of “antisemitism” as an inherent quality in the world which necessitates 
everlasting ghettoisation and separation from the “boogy-gentile” who is forever 
“chasing” after them because of some mysterious and inexplicable reasons the 
entire people of the world are born with: “intrinsic hatred towards Jews!”


To their utter disadvantage they have been born into a community of many, many 
myths, which is sad and unfortunate. But I believe that every human no matter how 
disadvantageous their situation may be, is equipped with an inherent moral 
compass, therefore would be capable to break away if they so well desire and 
aspire.




“israelis” who claim to have understood the role of their community in the creation 
and continuation of Palestinian Nakba, those who claim to be disgusted with the 
crimes of their society, those who say they feel remorseful and repentant, if they 
are indeed honest, then the least they can do is to show some signs of sincerity—
meaning to show the desire and determination to correct the mistakes of their 
“people.”


Only then, their victims may investigate the fragile alleys of forgiveness or 
punishment. The victims should have the last say irrespective of what their 
judgment may be, they should not be vilified, indicted, or moralised upon, for they 
have suffered more than enough for almost a century.


The emergence of forgiveness and reconciliation requires certain conditions:

Stopping the crime

Admitting of guilt

Asking for pardon

And, most important, rectifying the wrong

None of these conditions are ever considered an option among that mighty, sick, 
racist Zionist society as a collective.


Those very few individuals who show some support for Palestinians are rarely, if 
ever, able to accept even the return of refugees. They never go beyond calling for 
“equal rights.” That is, they NEVER go as far as total restitution and reinstatement 
of all property and rights to the dispossessed Palestinians.


Morally blinded (by self interest) and submerged in dishonesty (due to the conflict 
of interest) they pretend not see that such an approach is fatally flawed from its 
inception. For it equates between aggressors and victims. It absolves criminals 
from being prosecuted by laws of justice, and it absolves them from giving back 
real assets of land and property.

If Jewish “israeli” peace activists fail to see the lopsided morality in such approach, 
then they need to go back on their knees for some self-reflection and pray to see 
some light that might help restore their humanity.




In my entire life, I have met personally with two, only two ex-“israeli,” Gilad 
Atzmon, and Zohar. Gilad calls himself self-exiled Palestinian Hebrew. He 
vehemently rejects “israel” with all its aggression, violence, theft, and supremacy. 
He took the most admirable stance by imposing exile upon himself even though he 
was born in a settlement near Al-Quds/ Palestine, because he morally refuses to 
be part of that racist criminal society.


Such is my brother, such is a person of moral rectitude who is worthy of 
Palestinian citizenship upon liberation of Palestine.


Make no mistake, the fate of Palestine will be the forbearing sign indicating the 
shape of the future of International Relationships. By failing to liberate Palestine, 
we forfeit International Law, and that unambiguously opens the gates to an abyss. 
Any predatory group equipped with some military, would be vindicated to conquer 
and destroy whatever they want, wherever they want, on the primitive basis of 
military force. Basically a staggering regression back into the Stone Age 
methodology, expanded globally by contemporaneous weaponry’s range and 
effect, which is biocidal, and instantaneous.


“israel” is NOT a form of  benign "settler colonialism and apartheid" it is far far 
worse than that; Zionism is a malignant expression of Jewish ideological 
nationalism,  a hegemonic ideology which seeks fulfilling it's goals by ethnic 
cleansing, genocide and perpetual wars of conquest and expansion 


ODS would guarantee the permanent presence of GENOCIDAL SUPREMACISTS 
in Palestine while gaining “legality” with Palestinian consent, and anchoring their 
military and financial power, intensifying their control, keeping the loot and 
securing themselves with “peace treaties”. 




And while the Arab Muslims remain majority in greater region, the Jewish-“Israeli” 
total hegemony and dominance; financial, economical, militaristic, technological, 
administrative, educational, would be guaranteed.


This dangerous strategic move would be to offer a “solution” which would lure 
Palestinians by nominally less oppression, by feigning “equality” while knowing 
that in reality the Jewish hegemony will remain de-facto, due to the huge 
economical, technological, industrial, and of course military gap between the two 

groups. Nothing, absolutely nothing in the Jewish state exhibits a willingness 

to relinquish any part of their control over all apparatus of power in the 

region. And it is an irrefutable fact, demonstrated by a century of nefarious “facts 
on the ground” that the Jewish Zionists who invaded Palestine and their 
aggravated offspring, will never voluntarily relinquish their weaponry, military, and 
aggressive violence.


Add to this unsettling scenario the most horrific component of ideological 
supremacy which would no doubt manifest in an explosion of settler violence 
against Palestinians who are seen as mere slaves created only to serve Jews.


That is the horrific proposal, a strategic move of the so called “One Democratic 
State”, “with Equal Rights to All its Citizens”. Such a lofty romantic title is very 
luring and some can be deceived by it, as they were by the Oslo, except that it is a 
cruel misnomer, a sirens’ song to fool and victimise, one last lethal time.


“It is easier to fool people than to convince them that they have been fooled” as 
goes the adage sometimes attributed to Mark Twain


Leading Palestinians by the nose, dangling the carrot of “One Democratic State” 
and promising them of a “bright” joined future with their persecutors, while 
knowing fair well that the promised crumbs will never come to fruition, exactly as 
the crumbs of Oslo, due to the fact-on-the-ground dominance coupled with lethal 
ideological supremacy.




Therefore, “ODS-Equal Rights”, is not only an act of egregious deception, it is 
designed to perpetuate wars and genocide, by rewarding sadistic terrorists, thus it 
is an act of betrayal to humanity.


The case for liberation: 
In conclusion, in this war-ridden era it has become a matter of acute urgency and 
prime importance, that Nations reconvene as a Community, to fulfil their 
responsibility to Restore International Law, as well as to affirm universal principles 
of ethics, in order to stop the bloodshed and destruction of our beautiful planet, by 
stopping predators and warmongers by all means necessary. Generally unknown, 
ignored, dismissed, and unspoken of by activists in the West, but these are the 
true aspirations of most Palestinians:


FULL LIBERATION of Historic Palestine. The Holy Land must be free from 
racists committing atrocities. A way must be found, to bring reason to the Holy 
Land, and there is no other way than to evict foreign criminals. Keep in mind that 
before the invasion by Jewish foreigners, Palestine was characterised by the 
harmonious coexistence between, respectively, a Palestinian Muslim majority, a 
Palestinian Christian minority, and a Palestinian Jewish minority. To restore this 
harmonious cohesive fabric is the only way forward.


FULL SOVEREIGNTY of the Palestinian Nation over their ancestral country: 
Palestine, with a constitution and a political system of their own independent 
choice. For the sake of International Peace and Security.


PROSECUTION OF WAR CRIMINALS, plans of which should start without delay. 
A Palestinian judicial and immigration system will, respectively, prosecute former 
“israeli” criminals and their associates, and/or grant or decline on an individual 
basis, a Right to Remain, based on criteria solely to be defined by said Immigration 
and Integration Services. Anyone who can prove non-participation in the ex-israeli 



occupation apparatus, and who has demonstrated ability and willingness to a 
respectable and law-abiding conduct, will probably obtain a chance to gain 
unrestricted Palestinian citizenship, with equal rights.


RETURN, RESTITUTION and COMPENSATIONS: Palestinian refugees have the 
unconditional Right of Return. Palestine and the Palestinian Nation at large, are 
entitled to full and unconditional Restitution of their land and property whenever 
possible, assorted with appropriate Compensation for more than seven decades of 
deprivation and slow genocide, Cultural Destruction, and a whole array of 
atrocities and usurpation.


When we talk about RESTITUTION , we mean restoration of property and rights 
previously taken away, restoration of destroyed villages to the former or original 
state, and reparation made by giving an equivalent in current value when 
restoration is not possible, and compensation for loss, damage, and injury caused 
for the entire period of occupation since 1948.


RESTITUTION meaning:

The act of restoring to the rightful owner something that has been taken away, lost, 
or surrendered.

The act of making good or compensating for loss, damage, or injury; 
indemnification.

A return to or restoration of a previous state or position.


Now, the question is:

Would you or any “israeli” Jew be interested to join us in our struggle for 
LIBERATION as one of us, as an ex-”israeli” and a future Palestinian?


The revocation of Israel’s UN membership is a necessity, as a step towards the 
rehabilitation of the already-battered framework of International Law. Concurrently, 
all of Israel’s institutions, laws, policies and practices must be abolished, since 
they discriminate against people based on religion and ethnicity.




No alternative to the Algerian model of FULL LIBERATION.


So friends, THINK ALGERIA … It has only been few decades ago since Algeria 
gained its liberation from French SETTLER COLONIZATION, which lasted almost 
150 years.


When I talk about the Algerian model I mean:


REVOKING ISRAEL’S UN MEMBERSHIP: The racist genocidal occupation entity, 
which was in breach of UN Charters, which has violated and defied more UN 
resolutions and charter principles than any other. This illegitimate entity has no 
moral or legal ground whatsoever to be a member of the UN. Its membership is a 
disgrace on the face of humanity and a mockery of International Law. Israel’s UN 
membership should have never happened in the first place.


FULL SOVEREIGNTY of the Palestinian Nation over their ancestral country: 
Palestine, with a constitution and a political system of their own independent 
choice. That is least that can be done to compensate for the a century of 
aggression, thievery, and unwarranted subjugation.


PROSECUTION OF WAR CRIMINALS: plans of which should start immediately 
without delay, A Palestinian JUDICIARY and IMMIGRATION System, will 
respectively prosecute former “Israeli” criminals and their associates, and/or grant 
or decline on an individual basis, a RIGHT TO REMAIN, based on criteria solely to 
be defined by said Immigration and Integration Services, which would take into 
consideration the history of the individuals and the level of their participation in 
maintaining the occupation.


NATIONALISATION AND PALESTINIAN CITIZENSHIP: anyone who can prove 
non-participation in the ex-Israeli occupation apparatus, and who has 
demonstrated ability and willingness to a respectable and law-abiding conduct, 
will probably obtain a chance to gain unrestricted Palestinian citizenship, with 



equal rights… Jewish “Israelis” also have the right to go back to wherever country 
they came from, the have the same right to return to their native countries.


RETURN, RESTITUTION AND COMPENSATIONS: Palestine and the Palestinian 
Nation at large, are entitled to full and unconditional Restitution of their land and 
property whenever possible, assorted with appropriate Compensation for more 
than seven decades of deprivation and slow genocide, Cultural destruction, and a 
whole array of atrocities and usurpation..


It is pretty obvious that the model I propose will not be welcomed by “israelis”, nor 
will it come about by the “return” to negotiation no matter how intense the rounds 
may become. It will not happen by “road maps” either, nor by sudden change of 
heart coupled with pure acts of kindness and generosity of “israelis”


RESISTANCE, is the keyword.


Moreover, “israel” cannot afford peace; it relies on wars, wars and more wars for 
its very internal survival.


“israel” cannot afford to live even for a moment of real permanent peace, simply 
because its INTERNAL SURVIVAL requires an ever present “EXTERNAL THREAT”, 
which allows that incohesive assortment of people to stick together and prevents 
that society from imploding from within.


That society is divided more than anyone could imagine. But its ills are concealed 
by an utterly exaggerated bordering mythical history of persecution, and an 
extremely terrifying future with a holocaust around every corner and a new Hitler 
popping his head in different country each time. Thus turning their present into a 
perpetual war-preparation and being in a permanent standby state.


Furthermore, in such state of affairs, i.e with this need for wars to stay alive, there 
is another crucial component, “israel” cannot afford to lose any of its wars. Any 
loss for “israel” is an END GAME…. GAME OVER.


Logically speaking:




1) If “israel” gets peace ===> “israel” would implode from within ===> GAME 

OVER


2) If “israe” continues wars of aggression ===> For it to survive, “israel” must 

win every single war ===>


“israel” is bound to lose one war ===> GAME OVER


For them, it is simply a lose lose situation… For us, to gain liberation, it is only 

a matter of time and patience, and Palestinians have got plenty of both.


Palestinian poet Rachid Husain: 
  
I’m against my country’s fighters hurting a single ear of corn..


I’m against a child , any child having to carry a gun..


I’m against my sister learning weapons drills..


But after the burning of my land..


And my friends and my youth..


How can my poems not become guns?


——-

 
Addendum  

*  ILLEGALLY:


•  No foreign government, international institution or individual, has any form of 
legitimacy or jurisdiction to dispossess any other Nation by distributing their 
land and property,


• All colonial dealings regarding Palestine, whether by the “League of Nations” or 
the subsequent land confiscations by British colonial forces, as well as coerced 
transactions by early Zionists, did not invalidate the irrefutable fact that 



Palestine is the sole indigenous representative of all people of Palestine, settled 
and anchored culturally to the land since time immemorial,


• The decision to partition Palestine was never passed through the UN Security 
Council, which renders it non-binding, (serving only as advisory),


• The admission of “Israel” to the UN was conditional on its implementation of 
Resolutions 194, i.e., ceasing aggression and allowing the Palestinian refugees 
to return to their homes and properties, as well as implementing Resolution 181 
of the partition plan, (which Israel did not commit itself to any specific action or 
time-frame, and later rejected the resolutions all together),


•  The UN General Assembly adopted resolution (181) recommending the 
adoption and implementation of the Partition Plan, allocating to “Israel” a 
defined area significantly smaller than the areas was overridden by Zionist Terror 
groups such as Irgun and Haganah, using ethnic cleansing, genocidal 
massacres, and massive destruction of over 530 Biblical villages and cities in 
the spring of 1948,


•  The Palestinian Nation, the sole indigenous people of historic Palestine, had 
neither been consulted with, nor did we agree to or undersign any partition of 
our homeland, Palestine, when the UN put partition to the vote in the General 
Assembly in 1948. The UN has never done so again,


Thus, it is evident that under International Law, this artificial terrorist entity is 
ILLEGITIMATE and has NO RIGHT to exit.


Nahida Izzat 
October 2020

nahidaexiledpalestinian@gmail.com
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